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Abstract—Fog computing is envisaged as the evolution of the current centralized cloud to support the forthcoming Internet of Things 

revolution. Its distributed architecture aims at providing location awareness and low-latency interactions to Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 

applications. In this context, the LTE-Advanced technology and its evolutions are expected to play a major role as a communication 

infrastructure that guarantees low deployment costs, plug-and-play seamless configuration and embedded security. In this paper, we 

show how the LTE network can be configured to support future M2M Fog computing platforms. In particular it is shown how a network 

deployment that exploits Device-to-Device (D2D) communications, currently under definition within 3GPP, can be employed to support 

efficient communication between Fog nodes and smart objects, enabling low-latency interactions and locality-preserving multicast trans-

missions. The proposed deployment is presented highlighting the issues that its practical implementation raises. The advantages of the 

proposed approach against other alternatives are shown by means of simulation.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing represents nowadays the most popular source of low-cost and easy-deployable computational power and stor-
age. Although the cloud infrastructure supports a wide range of applications, its fully centralized paradigm is expected to be inefficient 
considering the future Internet of Things (IoT). The current architecture that processes all the data in the cloud and runs applications 
far from physical deployments prevents the development of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications that require low-latency and 
locality-preserving communication among physical objects. To this aim, a novel distributed architecture is envisaged to enable local 
intelligence to be deployed close to IoT systems. Such evolution, referred to as Fog computing [1], leverages the deployment of Fog 
Nodes installed directly on the field among sensors and actuators to enable the execution of simple M2M applications. Direct inter-
action between the Fog Node and the things enables the deployment of M2M applications that have stringent real-time QoS require-
ments, e.g. real-time closed-loop control applications [2], or that require true local interactions, e.g. applications based on opportun-
istic local interactions [3]. As an example, let us consider a smart-home platform for home security and energy efficiency. The Fog 
node running the intrusion detection application will require timed and reliable communication with intrusion detection sensors and 
door locks, while the management application that leverages opportunistic interactions to coordinate appliances will require auto-
mated discovery of new devices. In this context, 4G/5G cellular networks, and specifically LTE-Advanced and its evolutions, will 
play a major role, due to its widespread, ubiquitous coverage [4]. Although different communication technologies for IoT are avail-
able, e.g. IEEE 802.15.4 or Bluetooth low-power, LTE is expected to be a major player considering the widespread infrastructures 
already deployed in a large scale and the service reliability offered by a mature wireless standard deployed on licensed spectrum [12]. 
In addition, LTE offers by design several features mandatory to support M2M communications, such as auto-configuration for plug-
and-play devices that do not require human intervention, security through data encryption and authentication, Quality of Service 
(QoS) support for data delivery with stringent real-time requirements, and energy-saving mechanisms for battery-powered devices 
[17]. Besides the classical Device-to-Infrastructure (D2I) communication, the LTE standard includes a Device-to-Device (D2D) mode 
that supports direct interaction between devices without relaying the communication through the base-station node. Such mode of 
operation has been recently introduced to further support M2M applications, facilitating the discovery of neighboring devices and 
direct communication with reduced costs. Although the LTE standard offers several technical solutions amenable to M2M interac-
tions, it does not suggest one practical solutions specifically [20].  

In this paper, we show how LTE D2D communications can be exploited in M2M platforms based on Fog computing. Considering 
a generic M2M Fog platform, we carry out a preliminary analysis of different alternative deployments using LTE as a network 
infrastructure, to analyze the advantages and open issues of each solution. Among them, we propose a deployment that exploits D2D 
communications between the Fog node and smart objects to enable efficient direct communication between M2M applications and 
machines. We compare this solution with one based on the legacy LTE configuration and another based on Femtocells, and show, in 
particular, how the approach based on D2D interactions can guarantee low-latency communication, preserve locality of information, 
and offer plug-and-play auto-configuration. In order to measure the advantages of each solution, a performance evaluation is carried 
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out by means of simulations. In particular, we show how M2M applications can rely on D2D communications for real-time low-
latency communication with sensors and actuators. 

D2D communications have been already proposed as a support for generic Machine-Type Communications (MTC) to reduce the 
complexity of network management and mitigate the signaling congestion caused by the large number of smart objects connected to 
the LTE network. In this work, instead, we specifically consider M2M Fog platforms, proposing a practical configuration that sup-
ports M2M applications running on Fog nodes to efficiently discover and communicate with local devices, minimizing human inter-
vention in deployment and configuration, required by other solutions based on different technologies, e.g. small-cells.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides some background information on Fog computing and the 
LTE standard, Section III presents an analysis of possible deployments, including the proposed approach based on D2D communi-
cations. In Section IV we evaluate the performance, and we draw conclusions in Section V, presenting also possible future research 
directions.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Fog Computing  

The Fog computing paradigm has been recently defined to extend the traditional centralized cloud-based structure towards a 
distributed architecture that introduces an intermediate layer, called Fog, Figure 1. Fog nodes are installed close to physical deploy-
ments of smart objects to enable the execution of applications that require low-latency interactions with local devices.  

This pervasive architecture is designed to support the execution of M2M applications that implement application logic involving 
locally deployed smart objects: Fog nodes are installed to support the execution of M2M applications directly among sensors and 
actuators. The applications can implement some closed-loop control logic, for example to set the value of an actuator based on the 
readings of a sensor.  

Fog platforms can be deployed autonomously, working in isolation, or can be integrated into the centralized cloud as its geo-
graphically distributed hierarchical extension. Such integration can be deployed to allow the execution of applications that require 
higher computational and storage capabilities, not available on Fog nodes, for example for big data processing and historic data 
collection. Although in their early stage, IoT deployments that adopt the Fog concept in their implementation are available, e.g. the 
BETaaS platform, [21]. 

Fog concept is similar to the Mobile Cloud Computing [6] architecture, which proposes a distributed architecture co-located within 
the wireless infrastructure to empower mobile applications with computing and storage capabilities close to mobile devices. Although 
the overall architectures are similar, their goals and implementations differ: Mobile Cloud Computing platforms aim at providing an 
infrastructure supporting mobile devices for offloading of applications while Fog platforms are specifically tailored for the future IoT 
supporting the execution of local applications.  

B. LTE 

LTE is the standard for the fourth generation of cellular communications developed by 3GPP. The core part of an LTE system is 
the Radio Access Network: it is composed of a central evolved-NodeB (eNB) which manages communication within its serving area, 
called Cell, and one or more User Equipments (UEs), i.e. nodes equipped with an LTE radio interface. Transmissions are arranged 
in subframes at regular Trasmission Time Intervals (TTIs) of 1ms. A group of ten consecutive subframes is called frame. ENBs can 
be of several types, depending on their transmission power and/or cell coverage. High-power nodes are generally used to ensure basic 
coverage to UEs and are referred to as macro nodes. Small low-power eNB nodes instead can be used to add localized capacity in 

 
Figure 1 - Fog platform. 
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hot-spot zones, composing dense deployments1. As eNBs share the same resources, they interfere with each other, with negative 
effects on efficiency that increase as the deployment becomes denser. Although these effects can be mitigated via coordination tech-
niques [13], the complexity of the latter in future ultra-dense scenarios is likely to become prohibitive, hence interference can still be 
expected to hamper the system performance.  

Traditional communications are performed in Device-to-Infrastructure (D2I) mode, i.e. with the eNB always being one endpoint 
for a communication. In this case, two peering UEs co-located within the same cell, will communicate through a two-hop path: a first 
uplink (UL) leg from the transmitting UE towards the eNB, and a second downlink (DL) leg starting at the latter and terminated at 
the receiving UE. The eNB is responsible for resource allocation for both the DL and UL directions. However, UEs with backlogged 
data to transmit must request explicitly UL resources to the eNB by first acceding a random-access shared channel using a backoff 
procedure, and then sending a Buffer Status Reports (BSR) which signals the eNB the amount of requested resources. Thus, UL 
communications have higher latency than DL ones.  

The eNB can also transmit in broadcast by using Multicast and Broadcast Single-Frequency Network (MBSFN) [9]: some sub-
frames can be declared as MBSFN and used by the eNB to send data to all UEs under its coverage. MBSFN subframes do not support 
unicast transmissions, and their number (up to six) and position within a frame must be configured semi-statically [14]. Thus, the 
eNB has to decide their number and position based on its communication requirements, trading off between unicast and broadcast 
capacity in a long-term perspective.  

In recent years, 3GPP has begun the standardization of a new paradigm of direct communication between UEs, called Device-to-
device (D2D) [9]. In D2D, peering UEs in proximity are allowed to communicate directly via a sidelink (SL), i.e. without using the 
eNB as a relay. The latter still assists the communication whenever it takes place in licensed resources, thus ensuring a network-
controlled D2D communication. The resources needed to ensure communications on the SL are generally allocated on UL frequen-
cies, as UL subframes are expected to be less loaded [19]. In out-of-coverage scenarios instead, the two peering UEs can still com-
municate without network assistance. D2D communication are envisaged to take place in either a one-to-one or a one-to-many fashion 
[10]: the SL can thus be used for both unicast and multicast communication having UEs as endpoints. A proximity-discovery proce-
dure is aimed at finding UEs that are in proximity, thus are suitable for participating to a D2D communication [11]. Proximity can be 
evaluated according to various criteria, and can be application dependent, location dependent, etc. Note that such flexibility allows 
for complex discovery procedures that might be based on composited proximity policies, e.g. locality and security. 

III. DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS 

In this section we describe possible solutions to enable Fog computing on LTE networks. We start by describing which network 
functions are required by the applications. Then, we describe in detail three alternative network deployments and their respective 
challenges. 

                                                           
1Such deployments are often known also as femto-, pico- or micro-cells, and they differ in several aspects, including who is expected to manage them. However, 
they share the same characteristics of communicating on a shared spectrum in a localized way, thus being complementary, rather than alternative, to the macro.  

 
Figure 2 - Alternative deployments: legacy (a), D2D-based (b), small-cell-based (c) 
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A. Network requirements 

In order to overcome the current fragmentation of IoT solutions available on the market as proprietary solutions, different proto-
cols and open standards are currently under definition to ensure interoperability with devices from different manufacturers, CoAP, 
MQTT, etc [18]. Regardless of which specific protocol is used, IoT applications require a minimum set of functionalities from the 
network to operate: 

• Delivery of unicast messages for one-to-one interactions between applications and smart objects. Such messages are usually 
exchanged to implement regular operations, such as retrieval of information from a sensor or change of state of an actuator. 
Applications sensitive to losses and delays require QoS assurances to ensure reliable and timed delivery.  

• Delivery of multicast/broadcast messages for local discovery. Such messages are required to implement self-configuring 
mechanisms that allow applications to discover devices in their proximity, a functionality that is mandatory to guarantee 
resilience to changes [8]. 

Although unicast message delivery, with or without QoS support, is one of the basic functionalities of any network infrastructure, 
support for multicast/broadcast delivery is less common. If this functionality is not provided natively, the network has to emulate 
multicast delivery, even though it might be inefficient.  

Among the ongoing standardization efforts, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [7], standardized within a working 
group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is expected to become the standard for communication between smart objects 
and applications. For this reason and for the sake of concreteness, in the rest of the paper we will adopt CoAP to model the interactions 
between smart objects and applications to draw general network requirements and to validate our proposal.  

CoAP follows the REpresentational State Transfer (REST) paradigm, the same one adopted by the HTTP protocol: smart objects 
offer their functionalities as server resources, accessed by applications as clients. Request/response transactions implement one-to-
one interactions that are issued to perform regular operations. Four different types of methods are defined GET, PUSH, PUT and 
DELETE, which can be exploited to retrieve measurements from sensors or set values to actuators. In order to provide applications 
with local discovery functionalities, a service discovery is defined to discover smart objects in their proximity. Such operation is 
implemented on top of multicast/broadcast transmission.  

B. Analysis 

In the following, we offer a critical overview of the possible deployments of an LTE-A network that efficiently supports Fog 
platforms. Again for the sake of concreteness – and bearing in mind that Fog platforms can be exploited in different contexts, ranging 
from industrial automation to smart cities -  in the following we make reference to a smart home deployment as a use case.  

Let us consider a smart home where different sensors, e.g. environmental, intrusion detection, power meter, and actuators, e.g. 
locks, switches, valves, coexist. These devices are manufactured by different industries and implement a common application proto-
col, e.g. CoAP. In order to facilitate their deployment and installation, they are equipped with a radio interface to connect to the LTE 
infrastructure, which provides low-cost connectivity without requiring explicit configuration. Auto-configuration is of paramount 
importance for IoT devices both to guarantee scalability by excluding human intervention, and – especially in this case - to allow 
plug-and-play installation by non-technical customers. A Fog platform that supports implementation of application logic based on 
access to local smart objects, e.g. an intrusion detection application, or an energy management application, is installed through a Fog 
node.  

Figure 2 illustrates three possible deployment alternatives to connect Fog nodes and sensors to the LTE network, namely a legacy, 
a D2D-based and a small-cell-based deployment.  

In the legacy deployment, Figure 2 (a), Fog node and sensors connects to the LTE network as UEs associated to the same macro 
eNB. Communication between UEs (sensor-to-sensor and sensor-to-Fog) is performed in a D2I manner, i.e. data flows through the 
eNB regardless of the position of the involved UEs. The main advantage of this solution is that both the smart objects and the Fog 
node are plug-and-play and operator-independent: UEs automatically connect to the network without requiring special configuration 
or customized deployment from network operators. Such deployment, however, has two main drawbacks: first it makes an inefficient 
use of network resources, since communication always involves the eNB, even when UEs are in direct range. Such inefficient com-
munication also increases the minimum latency that can be guaranteed to applications, equal to the round-trip time between the UE 
and the eNB. Second, it may suffer from loss of locality information: considering that a single eNB may cover large areas, one single 
cell can connect many smart objects, which can be physically distant and even belong to different environments. This drawback not 
only limits M2M applications that require locality information, but also hinders the implementation of discovery procedures. Without 
locality information, native multicast offered by the network infrastructure (e.g. via MBSFN) could discover smart objects only on a 
very large scale, making it infeasible to discover objects in proximity. For this reason, efficient discovery in such deployment requires 
the introduction of a proximity database, which can link devices in proximity through additional information provided at the time of 
installation: for instance, in our use case the customer may be required to register its devices on a web page. Moreover, using MBSFN 
subframes can have a non-negligible impact on the overall system capacity, as unicast transmissions are inhibited in those subframes. 
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Having many MBSFN subframes hampers normal unicast transmissions, whereas having too few of them may lead to delay in dis-
covering new devices. An efficient allocation of MBSFN subframes requires henceforth to set a trade-off between the above two 
issues. 

Figure 2 (b), instead, presents the D2D-based deployment in which D2D interactions are enabled, allowing UEs to communicate 
directly when in proximity. Sensors and the Fog node can exploit unicast D2D transmissions for one-to-one interactions and broad-
cast/multicast D2D ones for local discovery operations. The classical UL connection can be employed to communicate to outside 
networks (e.g. other Fog nodes or cloud platforms). D2D communications are network-controlled, i.e. the eNB handles UE requests 
for D2D interactions, checks their feasibility and, in case, allocates resources to them. Explicit resource reservation guarantees inter-
ference-free transmission and enforces application QoS requirements. Such deployment overcomes the drawbacks of the legacy ap-
proach and preserves the main advantage: the plug-and-play auto-configuration. Direct communication between sensors and the Fog 
node avoids unnecessary involvement of the eNB, thus reducing the consumption of network resources and minimizing the commu-
nication latency. Moreover, the support for multicast delivery in proximity offers applications native support for local discovery 
operations.  

Finally, in Figure 2 (c) we present the small-cell-based deployment, where a small eNB is deployed close to IoT devices, inside 
the house for example. Following a similar approach already proposed in the field of mobile cloud computing [5], the Fog node is 
co-located with the small eNB, which is usually provided and installed directly by the network operator. Such deployment brings 
direct connection close to IoT devices and co-locates applications with the core of the access network. It can be henceforth considered 
as the best-case scenario, as it guarantees low delay (only one hop is always required to communicate with the Fog node) and preserves 
locality offering native localized multicast support. Similarly to the D2D deployment, the Fog node and sensors can communicate 
directly reducing delay and required resources. Installation of the small eNB next to the smart objects allows multicast operations in 
a strictly localized manner that involves only devices in proximity. The main drawback of this solution is represented by the manda-
tory involvement of the network operator, which has to set-up and install an additional network equipment directly on each IoT site. 
This operation introduces an additional configuration step for connecting sensors to the small-cell, which can become undesirable for 
large-scale deployments. Finally, we recall that small-cell deployments are generally dense, thus prone to inter-cell interference. A 
massive use of small cells will even amplify this phenomenon, thus requiring more and more complex solutions for interference 
coordination. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate the deployments presented above by means of simulation, using SimuLTE [15] for the purpose. The 
latter is an LTE system-level simulator written in C++ and developed for the OMNeT++ framework [16]. It models all the relevant 
protocol layers for the data plane of the LTE radio access network, the main nodes of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), and offers a 
realistic channel model. We extended it in order to support network-controlled D2D. SimuLTE is based on the INET model suite, 
henceforth it can be used to simulate realistic internet applications and protocols such as IPv4, UDP. The CoAP protocol is simulated 
as communication protocol between sensors and the Fog node. 

We consider a smart home scenario with one Fog node that runs an application logic and two smart objects, one sensor and one 
actuator. Two different types of M2M interactions are considered in two simulation scenarios, shown in Figure 3:  

1. Centralized M2M interactions: the M2M logic is entirely implemented at the Fog node. An example is an application that 
implements a closed-loop control logic: first a measurement is retrieved from the sensor, then a value is set to the actuator, 
Figure 3 (a). An example is that the M2M application behaves as a CoAP client, while smart objects expose their functionalities 

 
Figure 3 - M2M interactions. 
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as CoAP servers. In particular, the sensor provides a measurement in response to a GET invocation, while the actuator triggers 
its action in response to the invocation of a PUSH method.  

2. Direct M2M interactions: part of the M2M application logic is implemented on the smart object, which exploits direct inter-
actions with other things to implement autonomous functionalities under the coordination of the application running on the 
Fog node, Figure 3 (b). An example is an M2M logic implemented on a sensor that triggers an actuator under certain conditions 
if enabled by the application running on the Fog node, e.g. a presence sensor that triggers an acoustic alarm when presence is 
detected only if the central alarm running on the Fog nodes is enabled. In this case, the sensor implements a CoAP server to 
receive the input from the Fog node though a PUSH invocation, e.g. to retrieve a setting, then it triggers the actuator through 
a PUSH invocation. 

We assume that both local- and proximity-discovery procedures are completed before the simulation starts. We thus simulate and 
evaluate only the communication phase through the CoAP protocol. The performance of the system is assessed in terms of application 
delay, defined as the time between the request and the response. We consider the three system deployments presented in Section III, 
plus a fourth one that employs a D2I configuration and counts in also the effects of EPC traversal. In fact, assuming that two-hop D2I 
communications only traverse the eNB is likely to represent an optimistic scenario as far as delay is concerned. A summary of the 
simulation parameters is given in Table 1. Confidence intervals are not reported since they are negligible.  

First, in Figure 4 we compare the average application delays obtained with the four configurations in a centralized scenario. As 
we can see, the two infrastructure configurations perform the worst, as in both cases the communication between each sensor and 
the fog node always requires two hops, one in the UL and one in the DL direction. The D2D configuration performs better than both 
the above, but still worse than the SmallCell case. Although the number of hops is the same in the two cases, in the latter the com-
munication from the fog node to a sensor is always performed in the DL. On the other hand, D2D communications are scheduled on 
request from the UE, hence involve an additional handshake, which accounts for the increased latency.  

In a direct scenario, instead, shown in Figure 5, the D2D and the SmallCell configurations have similar performance. When using 
D2D in fact, we are able to curb the number of hops required for the sensor-to-sensor communication, thus reducing the overhead of 
the UL handshake. 

Table 1 – Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Carrier Frequency 2 GHz 
Bandwidth 5 MHz 
Number of RBs 25 
Mobility Type Static 
Path Loss Model ITU Urban Macro/Micro 
eNB Tx Power 40 dBm (macro), 30 dBm (micro) 
EPC Delay 2 ms 
Simulation Duration 60 seconds 
# independent replicas 3 

 

 
Figure 4 - Comparison of the average application delays in a centralized scenario in various configurations. 
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Figure 5 - Comparison of the average application delays in a direct scenario in various configurations.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we discussed how to configure an LTE network to support future M2M Fog platforms. We exemplified a Fog 
platform taking CoAP as an example and focusing on one-to-one communications and local-discovery operations. In this context, a 
preliminary evaluation of three different deployments was carried out, discussing in particular the pros and cons of each solution. In 
particular, we showed that the solution based on network-controlled D2D communications between Fog node and sensors ensures 
plug-and-play configuration similarly to the legacy solution based on macro-cells, achieving communication performance similar to 
the solution based on small-cells. As future work, we plan to investigate the scalability of the solution based on D2D communications 
in large-scale deployments, investigating in particular the overhead of control operations and possible algorithms for ad-hoc resource 
allocation algorithms.   
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